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ABSTRACT
The quality of evaluated nuclear data can be impacted by, e.g., the choice of the evaluation
algorithm. The objective of this work is to compare the performance of the evaluation techniques
GLS, GLS-P, UMC-G, and, UMC-B, by using synthetic data. In particular, the effects of model
defects are investigated. For small model defects, UMC-B and GLS-P are found to perform best,
while these techniques yield the worst results for a significantly defective model; in particular,
they seriously underestimate the uncertainties. If UMC-B is augmented with Gaussian processes,
it performs distinctly better for a defective model but is more susceptible to an inadequate
experimental covariance estimate.
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Introduction
Nuclear data (ND) evaluations provide one recommended data set and associated uncertainties
for a specific nuclear physics observable (e.g., cross-sections, spectra) based on a statistical
analysis of multiple experimental data sets and theoretical model calculations. Evaluated data are
needed, e.g., as input for reactor physics or neutron dosimetry simulations. The evaluation
technique Generalized least squares, GLS, is frequently employed for ND evaluations [1]. It is
known to fail for large uncertainties (~30% or more), discrepant input data, non-linear
dependences between experimental data and model values or parameters, non-normally
distributed input data, and observables covering many orders of magnitude [1-3]. The “Unified
Monte Carlo” evaluation algorithms “B” [2] (UMC-B) and “G” [4] (UMC-G) were developed to
address the issues of non-normally distributed model values and non-linear dependences. UMCG was already shown to be significantly better suited for evaluations of ratio data [5]. However,
UMC-B and UMC-G have not been used for real ND evaluations.
The quality of evaluated data and covariances can be impacted by the chosen evaluation
algorithm. The objective of this work is to compare the performance of different evaluation
techniques, i.e., GLS, a non-linear least squares algorithm using the Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm (GLS-P) [6], and two versions of Unified Monte Carlo (UMC-G and UMC-B). We
have also augmented UMC-B with Gaussian processes [8-10]. We investigate the accurateness
of evaluated mean values and the reliability of the associated covariances for these techniques.
It is studied how the results of each technique are affected by experimental errors, model
defects, the choice of prior, and the quality of experimental covariance information. To this end,
we define a function representing the truth and generate synthetic experimental data based on
this function. These examples are representative of a prompt fission neutron spectrum (PFNS)
and its typical experimental uncertainties, as well as of the typical model values and associated
uncertainties including model defects. PFNS was chosen as it exhibits features that frequently
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lead GLS to fail; it covers many orders of magnitude, its model values are non-normally
distributed [11], its experimental data are discrepant, and have significant uncertainties [12].
Note that we distinguish between the terms error and uncertainty following the
convention in GUM [13]. Errors are the estimates’ deviation from the underlying truth; they are
unknown (in real situations) and modeled with random variables (both for random and
systematic errors). Uncertainties describe the dispersion of these random variables, here
quantified by standard deviations.

Evaluation Techniques
We consider evaluation techniques which use information from a physical model with a prior
distribution for its parameters and merge this information with experimental data. The techniques
are either deterministic (GLS, GLS-P) or stochastic (UMC-G, UMC-B) [14]. GLS and UMC-G
work in the observable domain, meaning that the observable is fitted directly on a chosen grid;
the model is used only to determine a prior distribution for the observable. Here, the prior mean
vector and the covariance matrix are found by sampling the model parameters. GLS-P and
UMC-B work in the parameter domain, i.e., the model parameters are fitted. The resulting
distribution of the model parameters can be used directly for uncertainty propagation, or to
obtain posterior mean values and covariances for the observable.
GLS is a standard regression technique allowing for correlated data and a prior
distribution. The method assumes multivariate normal distributions for both the prior and for the
experimental data. In GLS-P [5], the model parameters are fitted using a linearization of the
model found through the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm. This method assumes multivariate
normal distributions for the parameters and for the experimental data. No assumption is
necessary for the distribution of the observables.
For UMC-G and UMC-B, we use the Metropolis algorithm [7] to yield a sample from the
posterior distribution for the observable and the parameters, respectively. The evaluated mean
values and covariances are obtained from the sample mean and covariance. It is necessary to
choose a probability density function (PDF) for the experimental data in both cases, and for the
observable for UMC-G and for the prior parameters for UMC-B. Normal distributions are used
in this work. No assumption is necessary for the distribution of the observables and for the
posterior of the model parameters for UMC-B.
For the Metropolis algorithm, it is necessary to choose a proposal distribution (from
which proposed steps in the algorithm are sampled). In this work, it is a Gaussian with a
covariance matrix proportional to the prior covariance matrix (as suggested in [15]), with the
proportionality constant adjusted using numerical root finding until the acceptance rate is
between 0.22 and 0.24 (because, under certain conditions, 0.23 is an optimal acceptance rate
[16]). The adjustment is done twice to avoid the dependence of the starting guess. Also, the
Metropolis algorithm results in samples which are auto-correlated (i.e., not independent), which
impacts the uncertainty of the resulting estimates. This is addressed by estimating the
autocorrelation (after the adjustment above), and only recording samples for which the
autocorrelation is insignificant.

Creating Synthetic Data
We assume knowing the truth, i.e., the true functional form of the sought physics
observable (Eq. (2)), to study how well the different evaluation techniques reproduce this truth.
In reality, the truth is unknown to the evaluator, who works with experimental data, a physical
model (Eq. (1)), and a prior distribution for the model parameters.
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We study with N = 1200 different realizations of reality, including the truth, the prior
knowledge, and the experimental data. The truth is sampled such that the model assumed by the
evaluator is affected by a model defect with a magnitude that varies “continuously” between the
realities. For each reality, the experimental errors are sampled, corresponding to N independent
replications of the same experiment. The prior distribution of the model parameters is sampled
such that the deviation from the truth is consistent with the prior uncertainties.
TRUTH AND MODEL
For all evaluation techniques and in all “realities”, the model,
𝑓𝑓M (𝑥𝑥; 𝐜𝐜) = �𝑐𝑐1 √𝑥𝑥 +

𝑐𝑐2

√𝑥𝑥

𝑥𝑥

� exp �− 𝑐𝑐 �, (1)
3

is used, where c = (c1, c2, c3). The model gives shapes similar to PFNS at thermal incident
neutron energies. The variable x has 11 grid values 𝑥𝑥 ∈ {. 01, .02, .05, .1, .2, .5, 1, 2, 5, 10, 15},
which can be interpreted as outgoing neutron energies in MeV.
The truth follows the functional form
𝑥𝑥

𝑓𝑓T (𝑥𝑥; 𝐚𝐚) = �𝑎𝑎1 √𝑥𝑥 + 𝑎𝑎2 𝑥𝑥�exp �− 𝑎𝑎 �, (2)
3

with a = (a1=1, a2, a3=2); a2 is sampled (as detailed below) with an expected (expectation) value
of 0. Comparing Eqs. (1) and (2), there is a model defect as long as a2 ≠ 0. Otherwise, the model
can reproduce the truth by setting c1 = a1, c2 = 0 and c3 = a3. The truth is ensured to be positive
𝑎𝑎1
on the considered evaluation grid if 𝑎𝑎2 >
≈ −0.258. We define
max( 𝑥𝑥)
𝑎𝑎1

𝑎𝑎2 = − max�

√𝑥𝑥�

+ 𝑍𝑍, (3)

√

𝑎𝑎

where Z is an exponentially distributed random variable with an expected value 〈𝑍𝑍〉 = max(1

.

√𝑥𝑥)

These definitions yield <a2> = 0 and that the truth is ensured to be positive on the chosen grid.
Also, a qualitative inspection shows that the model defect varies within a reasonable range.
EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND EXPERIMENTAL COVARIANCE MATRICES
For six experimental values, 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ∈ {. 02, .1, 1, 2, 5, 10}, the experimental data points, 𝑓𝑓E �𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ; 𝐚𝐚, 𝐝𝐝�,
are sampled around the truth 𝑓𝑓T �𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ; 𝐚𝐚�, using
𝑥𝑥

𝑓𝑓E �𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ; 𝐚𝐚, 𝐝𝐝� = 𝑓𝑓T �𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ; 𝐚𝐚� + 𝑑𝑑1 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 −(𝑑𝑑2 +1/4) exp �− 𝑎𝑎𝑗𝑗 � + 𝑑𝑑3 + 𝜀𝜀(𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 ), (4)
3

−(d2 + 1/4)

with the vector d = (d1, d2, d3). The term d1x
exp(−x/a3) simulates a systematic error due
the an erroneous correction of the multiple scattering in a PFNS experiment, d3 is from an
inadequately corrected constant background, and ε(xj) is a random error. The elements of d are
sampled independently from a Gaussian with expected values <d> = (0, 0, 0) and standard
deviations ∆d = (0.01, 0.5, 0.03). The ε(xj) are sampled independently for each j from Gaussians
with uncertainties of 0.15, 0.07, 0.02, 0.01, 0.10, 0.70 relative to the truth in each reality.
Two qualitatively different cases of experimental covariances are studied here: good and
poor covariances. In the “good” case, the experimental covariances are consistent with how the
experimental data are generated, i.e., ∆d = (0.01, 0.5, 0.03). In the “poor” case, the experimental
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data covariances are produced assuming that the systematic uncertainties are ∆d = (0, 0, 0.03),
i.e., as if the evaluator is unaware of the uncertainties due to d1 and d2. For a PFNS experiment,
this corresponds to incorrectly estimating the effect of multiple scattering [12].
PRIOR INFORMATION
If the evaluator chooses to include a prior distribution into the evaluation, the evaluator
effectively assumes that the corresponding PDF describes the probability density of the truth. We
assume that the evaluator is correct in this assumption, given a non-defective model. Therefore,
the expected values of the prior parameters in the different realities are sampled around the
parameters assumed for the truth without model defect, following independent Gaussians with
expected values <c> = (a1, <a2>, a3) = (1, 0, 2) and the standard deviations ∆c = (0.3, 0.01, 0.6).
I.e., ∆c is used to sample c around <c> and is also the prior uncertainty in each reality. Note that
with a model defect there exists no parameter set giving the truth.

Results and Discussion
STUDIED QUANTITIES
Evaluated mean values and covariance estimates of our chosen physical quantity are
obtained for each reality given its associated experimental data and prior. To summarize this
information, a few quantities are considered for each grid point, namely:
* Evaluation bias: Mean value of the relative difference to the truth, i.e.,
𝑓𝑓ev,𝑖𝑖 −𝑓𝑓true,𝑖𝑖
1
𝑑𝑑̅ = 𝑁𝑁 ∑𝑁𝑁
, (5)
𝑖𝑖=1
𝑓𝑓
true,𝑖𝑖

where fev,i and ftrue,i are the evaluation’s central value and the truth, respectively, for the ith reality
at each xj. The evaluation bias should be close to zero for a good evaluation technique; it
estimates the bias of the evaluation including the variability of the truth, prior and experiments.
The evaluation bias should not be confused with the systematic error in a single reality.
* Observed standard deviation: Sample standard deviation for the relative difference to the truth,
1
̅ 2
𝜎𝜎𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜 = �𝑁𝑁−1 ∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1(𝑑𝑑𝑖𝑖 − 𝑑𝑑 ) , (6)

where di =

𝑓𝑓ev,𝑖𝑖 −𝑓𝑓true,𝑖𝑖
𝑓𝑓true,𝑖𝑖

. This quantity includes both systematic and random errors.

* Estimated standard deviation: The root mean square (RMS) of the evaluations’ estimates of the
standard deviation relative to the truth. We would like each of these estimates to be close to the
observed standard deviation, and therefore also their RMS.
2
* 𝜒𝜒true
/𝑁𝑁: The mean value of the χ2 comparing the evaluation to the truth (pointwise), i.e.,
2
𝜒𝜒true

𝑁𝑁

1

= 𝑁𝑁 ∑𝑁𝑁
𝑖𝑖=1

(𝑓𝑓ev,𝑖𝑖 −𝑓𝑓true,𝑖𝑖 )2
2
𝜎𝜎ev,𝑖𝑖

, (7)

2
where 𝜎𝜎ev,𝑖𝑖
is the variance estimate of the evaluation for the ith reality. This should be close to
one for a good evaluation methodology [5]. This measure summarizes the magnitude of the total
error of the individual evaluations and how good the uncertainty estimates are.
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The quoted uncertainties for all these quantities (obtained along the lines of [5]) are due
to the finite number (N = 1200) of simulated realities, and we refer to these uncertainties as
sampling uncertainties to distinguish them from the uncertainty of an experiment or an
evaluation.
Correlations between different evaluated uncertainties will impact the results of integral
quantities and their uncertainties computed from the evaluated ND. Therefore, on top of studying
the values of the evaluations on the grid, the quantities above are studied for two integral
quantities: the sum of the evaluation at all grid points and the sum of the evaluation relative to
the truth at all grid points. They are referred to as the constant and relative “benchmarks”,
respectively.
GOOD COVARIANCE ESTIMATE
Both in this section and the next, GLS and UMC-G agree very well with each other, and so do
GLS-P and UMC-B. Therefore, they are often lumped together and discussed in terms of
“GLS/UMC-G” and “GLS-P/UMC-B”, and only results for the UMC methods are plotted.
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FIG. 1 Summary of the results for both for a good (a-d) and a poor (e-h) covariance estimate.
The results for GLS and GLS-P are omitted from the figure, because they are insignificantly
different from those of UMC-G and UMC-B, respectively. In (a) and (e), the scale is linear
between -1 % and 1 %, and logarithmic otherwise. One sigma sampling uncertainty bars are
shown.
Figure 1 (a-d) shows the results when a good experimental covariance matrix is provided
as input to the different evaluation techniques. For GLS-P/UMC-B, the evaluation bias is barely
significant except for the last two grid points and for the relative benchmark which depends
strongly on the final grid points. The bias is generally larger for GLS/UMC-G, but it is on the
order of one percent for most grid points, which is small compared to the uncertainties. For the
last grid points (x ≥ 5), the bias becomes very large for GLS/UMC-G, which also impacts the
relative benchmark. Note that these evaluation results at the last grid point are negative in many
realities, because the relative uncertainty is large and these methodologies do not guarantee
positive results. Such results are unphysical and would not have been accepted by the evaluator.
Considering the evaluation bias, GLS-P/UMC-B are slightly better than GLS/UMC-G.
Also, the observed standard deviation is less for GLS-P/UMC-B than for GLS/UMC-G at greater
x. However, GLS/UMC-G are much better at estimating the uncertainties. This leads to χ2true
values which are substantially greater for GLS-P/UMC-B than for GLS/UMC-G.
The poor performance of GLS/UMC-G for large x can be explained by noting that the
distribution of the observable is highly skewed here, while these methods assume normal
distributions.
One may suspect that the generally poor uncertainty estimates of GLS-P/UMC-B result
from working in the parameter domain, making them more sensitive to model defects. Indeed,
𝑓𝑓
−𝑓𝑓
when plotting ev,𝑖𝑖𝜎𝜎 true,𝑖𝑖 , i.e., the deviation to the truth normalized by the estimated standard
ev,𝑖𝑖

deviation, vs. a2 (the parameter giving the model defect), there is a clear correlation, see Fig. 2(a).
This correlation indicates that 𝜒𝜒 2 > 1 can be largely explained by a2. There is a similar effect for
GLS/UMC-G, but it is weaker, as illustrated by Figure 2 (b). Thus, GLS-P/UMC-B are more
sensitive to the model defect.
We have also studied what happens if a2 = 0 in all realities, i.e., if there are no model
defects. In this case, GLS-P/UMC-B have an even smaller evaluation bias and also succeed in
estimating the uncertainties such that they agree with the observed standard deviations within the
sampling uncertainty. GLS/UMC-G are slightly worse in general and for large x in particular.
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FIG. 2 The evaluations’ deviation from truth at x = 0.5 normalized by the evaluated uncertainty
vs. the model defect parameter a2. Second degree polynomials are fitted to each case, and R2 is
the coefficient of determination for each fit.
POOR COVARIANCE ESTIMATE
Figure 1 (e-h) shows the results when experimental covariance estimate are estimated
poorly. The poor covariance estimate is worst for low energies. Consequently, for greater x, the
evaluations give quite similar results as in the case with the good covariance estimate. The
observed standard deviations are somewhat greater, while the estimates are somewhat smaller.
Hence, the χ2true values increase.
Even for small x, the evaluation bias is quite similar to what was obtained with a good
covariance estimate. However, the observed standard deviations are substantially greater,
plausibly because there is too much confidence in the experiments. Nevertheless, the estimated
standard deviations are less than with a good covariance estimate (as expected); the uncertainty
is severely underestimated by all methods, especially by GLS-P/UMC-B. Therefore, the χ2true
values are all quite large. Again, they are worst for GLS-P/UMC-B. If one studies how the
deviation from the truth depends on a2 (cf., Figure 2), the GLS-P/UMC-B results with the highest
χ2true can, to a large extent, be attributed to the poor ability to handle model defects.
It should be mentioned that 19 realities are left out from the summary, either because
GLS-P failed to converge, or because UMC-B estimates the minimum uncertainty to be less than
1 %, indicating a poor convergence.
If a goodness-of-fit test is used to reject evaluations which disagree with the experimental
data, cases may be rejected which suffer from serious model defects, poor priors, or poor
experimental data covariances. For example, if we assume 6 degrees of freedom (6 points + 3
prior parameters - 3 fitted parameters) for the generalized χ2 comparing the fit to the experiments,
and reject those that have one-sided p-values of less than 5 %, the χ2true values for UMC-B for the
constant “benchmark” decrease from 1.56(8) and 1200(600) to 1.33(6) and 2.18(9) for the good
and poor covariance estimates, respectively.
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Gaussian processes to handle model defects
Gaussian processes (GPs) are a standard approach to account for uncertainty related to potential
model defects [8-10]. The GP is defined by a mean function, 𝜇𝜇(𝑥𝑥), and covariance function,
𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �. Here, the GP defines a prior on the model defect function, 𝜀𝜀defect (𝑥𝑥). For this prior we
use 𝜇𝜇(𝑥𝑥) = 0, to reflect that we expect the experimental data to be centered on fM(x), and a
covariance function which is parameterized by a correlation scale, 𝜌𝜌, and marginal variance, 𝜎𝜎 2 ,
2

namely, 𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 � = 𝜎𝜎 2 e−𝜌𝜌�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 −𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗� . The covariance captures the observed discrepancy between
the model and the experimental data.
Adding the GP to account for model uncertainty in UMC-B requires sampling of 𝜌𝜌 and
2
𝜎𝜎 together with the model parameters. We place an exponential prior with mean 1/4 for 𝜌𝜌 and
with mean 1/10 for 𝜎𝜎 2 , indicating prior expectation for a smooth discrepancy and a small
magnitude of the discrepancy compared to the variation in the function. The covariance in the
UMC-B likelihood is then
Σ = Σexp + Σdefect ,
where Σexp is the experimental covariance and Σdefect is the covariance of the GP with element
i,j of Σdefect being 𝑘𝑘�𝑥𝑥𝑖𝑖 , 𝑥𝑥𝑗𝑗 �. For each sample point, the parameters are drawn and we compute
fM. Then, the posterior of 𝜀𝜀defect (𝑥𝑥) is determined using Σ as well as the discrepancy between fM
and the experiments. 𝜀𝜀defect (𝑥𝑥) is drawn from its posterior distribution and added to fM.

Figure 3 shows a comparison of predicting the truth using UMC-B and UMC-B-GP for
some selected realities. In Fig. 3a, the case of no model defects and a good experimental
covariance, UMC-B and UMC-B-GP capture the truth, with UMC-B-GP inflating the magnitude
of the uncertainty. In the case of a defective model, (Fig 3b.), UMC-B no longer captures the
truth, while UMC-B-GP balances the experimental data and model values to better approximate
the truth, with wider uncertainty intervals reflecting the uncertainty from the model defect.
However, as expected, if the experimental data has systematic biases from the true curve and the
experimental covariance fails to account for this, the GP discrepancy term will adjust the
prediction to the (erroneous) experimental data, even if the physical model can reproduce the
true curve (Fig 3 c).

FIG 3 A comparison of UMC-B and UMC-B-GP for a selection of realities. One sigma
uncertainty bars are shown.
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Conclusions
This work compares how well various ND evaluation techniques (GLS, UMC-G, GLS-P, UMCB) reproduce a predefined truth, given experimental data with random and systematic errors, and
a physical model with defects as well as a prior distribution for the model parameters. For the
studied situation, the results differ mainly between observable domain methods (GLS/UMC-G)
and parameter domain methods (GLS-P/UMC-B). Comparing the two groups, GLS-P/UMC-B
are on average somewhat closer to the truth, and have less dispersed results, especially where the
normality assumption for the observable used by GLS/UMC-G is erratic. On the other hand,
GLS/UMC-G yield better uncertainty estimates.
The problems for GLS-P/UMC-B are explained by the worse handling of model defects.
If the model is non-defective, GLS-P/UMC-B performs better than GLS/UMC-G, because of
their ability to make better use of the model. We have also shown an example indicating that the
model defects may be addressable using Gaussian processes as previously suggested in [15].
It was seen in [4] that UMC-G outperforms GLS for ratio data (this has also been
confirmed during the course of this work). UMC-B uses fewer assumptions than GLS-P which
also could make a difference in other evaluation situations. However, the stochastic evaluation
methods need more function calls. The approach outlined in this work can be used to decide
which evaluation technique should be chosen on a case-by-case basis according to the type and
quality of experimental data, the confidence in the model, and its computation time.
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List of Figure Captions – (Note: Refer to the Author Instructions for details of formats and size.)
FIG. 1 Summary of the results for both for a good (a-c) and a poor (d-f) covariance estimate. In
(a) and (d), the scale is linear between -1 % and 1 %, and logarithmic otherwise. One sigma
uncertainty bars are shown.
FIG. 2 The evaluations’ deviation from truth at x = 0.5 normalized by the evaluated uncertainty
vs. the model defect parameter a2. Second degree polynomials are fitted to each case, and R2 is
the coefficient of determination for each fit.
FIG. 3 A comparison of UMC-B and UMC-B + GP for a selection of realities. One sigma
uncertainty bars are shown.
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